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Why would anyone 
who already had such 
a robust BUDR system 
want to replace it? 

The City of Alabaster is a sprawling suburban city located in the Heart of Ala-

bama situated just south of Downtown Birmingham. Over the last ten years Ala-

baster has experienced remarkable growth at a rate of well over 60%. Those 

rates figure to continue to make Alabaster one of the state's largest cities and 

also one of its fastest growing. It’s the largest city in Shelby County Alabama 

with a population close to 33,000; Patrick Johnson, Director of IT, has been with 

the City of Alabaster for 3 years. Prior to joining Alabaster’s IT department he 

worked in IT for over 27 years for a  Value Added Reseller (VAR) who provided 

technology solutions to businesses. When we met Patrick he was already a huge 

Datto fan and actually had the best disaster recovery hybrid cloud system in 

place. So we asked, “Why would anyone who already had such a  robust BUDR 

system want to replace it?” 

The Challenge 

Patrick explained that the city already had a Datto hybrid cloud solu-

tion in place through a managed service provider and that he had 100 

percent trust in the Datto system but he needed the security of know-

ing it was getting the attention required from his Managed Service 

Provider (MSP). So even with complete trust in the brand, he didn’t 

have a partner who had the capability of  managing the technology,  

the time to focus on the solution, or  had the expertise to size it cor-

rectly so he ended up using 3 different methods to backup. “I had 

some servers on the Datto, some on network NAS and some not be-

ing backed up at all. It was nerve racking because when you have a 

failure you don’t want to have to go to 3 different places to attempt to 

spin something up or get something back up and running and availa-

ble to your users. It’s very frustrating.” 

You Gotta have Faith! 

“I really had no faith in our system either. I didn’t have faith that my 

backups were running correctly and I didn’t have enough time to test 

them and check them every single day because of the many different 

methods I had to go through to accomplish that. So, there was always 

this cloud of mystery of whether or not I was going to have anything if 

I lost it all. With the worry over coming in on a Monday and the possi-

bility of everything being gone, it became very important for me to 

get us away from what we were currently doing as quickly as possible. 

I have to say that during this time we didn’t have any issues or failures 

but there was still that underlying faith that was missing in the sys-

tem.” 

Priorities 

When we asked Patrick, why back up & disaster recovery 

was such a high priority for the city he explained, “It helps 

ensure our citizen’s protection, safety and trust. Our IT team 

treats every department in the city as if they were a custom-

er of ours. We are like a little independent company inside 

of the city and  if technology is involved, we want to make 

sure that each one of our customers are able to do their job. 

We want to make sure they have proper connectivity and 

access  to the internet and to all of their applications”. 

“We take care of the Fire and Police Departments, Parks and 

Recreation, financial servers and network for the Revenue 

Department and all city-services except for Water. We want 

everything from email and printing, to monitoring systems 

for flows and leaks at the sewer department all working. We 

have  a lot of different systems to keep up and running and 

we have to make sure that anything technology can provide 

is helping the public. We also keep constant watch to make 

sure if something fails, that we’re right there to provide 

assistance in getting it  back up and running and making 

sure everyone’s applications work. Our ultimate goal is hav-

ing 100 percent uptime for all of our departments. That’s 

something I‘d like to say that we achieve all of the time but 

sometimes there are controls and factors outside of our 

ability so we need to have a strong, proven solution.”   
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“Another goal for us is to be able to introduce new technology and 

put it into the employee’s hands but only when we know it’s stable 

and it works well”.  

How will you measure your success with this project? 

“Success equals happy customers. Our department and our employ-

ees are our customers so for us, just so long as they can do their jobs 

and are able to it without failings in technology, we are succeeding”. 

Requirements 

Patrick says he has 100 percent trust in the Datto Solution. “I wanted 

Datto and it was a big item on my list. I also wanted a vendor who 

didn’t do anything but backup & disaster recovery and who offered 

an end to end solution. When I found out that ThinkGard used Datto 

and that they could provide that complete solution, it made the 

choice easy for me.” 

“We had Datto before and we wanted something that would work 

the same, but we needed something that was sized properly to make 

sure we had the redundancy required. It was the Datto name that 

brought me to ThinkGard. A lot of people can sell you Datto but they 

don’t come back and do anything else after that. They just sell you a 

piece of the solution, unlike ThinkGard who includes the monitoring, 

documentation and testing in their DataGard Solution.”  

Added Value: 

 

“We needed a single source solution. And the great thing I like about 

that, is that ThinkGard never calls me up to say, “Hey I have a new 

firewall to sell you or hey, I’ve got a new workstation for you to look 

at.” I don’t have to dread picking up the phone. I know what I go to 

them for and they know what they come to me for and we’re able 

to exist very well in that customer/vendor relationship without 

having to have a lot of noise. That was very important to me.” 

Because there are a lot of great MSP’s out there that could have 

helped, we asked Patrick what influenced his final decision. He said, 

“The fact that ThinkGard chose Datto as a partner was one of the 

biggest deciding factors and because ThinkGard’s owners chose to 

bank on all their business by offering one solution. That to me,  says a 

lot about them”. 

 

Results 

“With ThinkGard managing the solution, writing the DR plan 

documentation and providing annual testing, I now have faith in 

our system. Not only did ThinkGard exceed our expectations, 

but they took a product solution that was already great  and 

added that extra flavor to it!” 

In addition, ThinkGard also provides Office 365 archives to the 

City of Alabaster. Patrick says, “We use it often and have over 

150 users on 365 solution. We have people lose something eve-

ryday. We don’t have to go back every time but we know it’s 

always available to us”. 

“From a business standpoint ThinkGard’s solution fit our budg-
et. Obviously we can’t have two complete core SAN solutions 
but this way we get to have a solution that not only backs us up 
but it meets our monthly operating costs.” 

“From an IT standpoint it addresses our needs and it fit our IT 

team size at the time, which was a whopping one! So it was not 

something I had to continually watch and test to see what was 

going on every day. ThinkGard had a team of people that were 

doing it for me. It allowed me to offer city employees  much 

better service than if I’d had to build it on my own and made it 

an in-house solution only. “ 

ROI Really? 

When we asked if there was a particular ROI for project? His 
response was, “Not really, but kind of. Since this was a small 
piece of another solution that we cancelled, it was more of an  
insurance thing than a return on investment. But, if I had to 
replace this with something that was homegrown that I did on 
my own, by the time I did hardware and software, got and it up 
and running and had to pet it everyday, there’s zero doubt in my 
mind that I’d be spending much more money than I’m spending 
with ThinkGard right now for the best on both BUDR and Office 
365 solutions. So I ’d say the  ROI for me is money I didn’t have 
to spend.” 

Buy-in from the City Council 

We asked, “How do you get buy-in from your city council to 
purchase a system like this?” Patrick said, “For most agencies, 
there’s always plenty of buy in when something truly crashes 
and goes down. Everybody wants to buy-in then! As a matter of 
fact people would most likely ask, “ Why didn’t you tell us we 
needed this in the past?” But  fortunately that wasn’t the case 
here. The great thing about the City of Alabaster is that we have 
a team of people, both the Mayor and the City Council, who 
actually listen to what we are trying to provide to our citizens. 

There’s no buy-in when you look at something as important as 

backup & disaster recovery. There’s no question about some-
thing as important as that. Our mayor and city council both 
knew that we were not asking for something frivolous, that 
we’re actually asking for stuff that helps everyday!” 

How did outcome of this change affect you personally? 

“There’s the  immediate stress relief and well, I’ve slept much 
better  at night since we implemented ThinkGard’s DataGard 
Solution, that is, until recently. We just had our second baby but 
the sleepless nights can’t be blamed on the backups now. But 
seriously, I don’t have to live with fear on the weekends or fear 
at night that something’s going to  happen and I’m going to 
come in and not have backups.” 

“I like the fact that ThinkGard never calls me 

up to say, “Hey I have a new firewall to sell 

you or hey, I’ve got a new workstation for you 

to look at.” I don’t have to dread picking up 

the phone.” 
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